Lene Tranberg, founding partner of Lundgaard & Tranberg Arkitekter, will be the 2021 Scan Design Foundation Distinguished Visiting Professor. She will teach a graduate studio in autumn 2021 co-taught by Associate Professor Peter Cohan. The studio will begin with a trip to Copenhagen during the first two weeks of September. The trip will include visits to buildings and sites in and around Copenhagen, office tours, design workshops led by Lene Tranberg in the LTA office and museum visits. During autumn quarter Lene will make two visits to Seattle to lead two intensive charrette weeks in the studio. A grant from the Scan Design Foundation will pay for lodging, ground transportation and museum admissions during the Copenhagen trip. Students will be expected to pay for airline fare, meals and incidental expenses. Graduate students who will be entering Arch 506 in autumn 2021 may apply. Participants will be selected on the basis of previous studio performance, scholarship, motivation and maturity. If you are unable to attend the information session please contact Peter Cohan at pcohan@uw.edu for more information.